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Friends of IPC
NORTH AMERICA

Larry Bagley - USA
past IPC Technical Secretary
US Delegate to IPC - Paul Tissandier Diploma Recipient
Past USPA President (and other roles within USPA)
Our thoughts are with Cindi, his wife, member of the « real IPC »

John Smith – Canada
National CF Team Videographer
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SOUTH AMERICA

Pedro Luis Gonzalez - Venezuela
IPC Delegate, Past President of COLPAR
Latin American 4 Way Champion, International team
Seoul

Jose Angel Bassano – Argentina
FAI Judge,
FAI Paul Tissandier Diploma recipient
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EUROPE

Hein Cannegieter - Netherlands
IPC Delegate & Alternate Delegate
Organiser of 1978 IPC Plenary

Johan Hansson - Sweden
Member of the World Team
Active in other areas: Sequential Games, BigwayFun.
THANK YOU